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Porter

The light that shone into his face made it difficult to see much in the room, but it didn't block 
his ears. He could hear somebody settling themselves into a chair, probably a more comfortable one
than the metal monstrosity he sat in, thick leather straps around his arms and legs – the meaty arms 
and legs that were covered in ugly green scaly patches. Behind the light, he heard matches being 
struck, smelled a cigarette or cigar coming to life.

He straightened up and tensed as somebody cleared their throat, before a button clicked. 
When the man behind the light spoke, it was in an upper-class accent that didn't quite mask the 
speaker's roots in Malahide. His manner was unhurried.

“We'll get started. You are James David Porter, is that correct?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Where were you born?”

“Number 11, Pound Lane, Maynooth. First of June, 1880.”

“Born to who?”

“Michael and Andrea Porter. Dad was a corporal in the Royal Irish Fusiliers for twelve years. 
My mother was a greengrocer's daughter.” So far, this wasn't as bad as the previous sessions 
elsewhere. If anything, this officer sounded like he was going through the motions, languidly 
drawing on and exhaling the cigar.

“Where and when did you enlist, Porter?”

“Fifth of March, 1896. Same regiment as Dad; last time I remember him crying.”

“Why?”

James considered this. What was the man asking him? Why had he enlisted? Why had his 
father been crying?

“Sir?”

“Why did you enlist?”

“The...the banshee attack on Castlebar a month earlier, sir. My aunt and uncle were there a 
week before it happened. We...we didn't even know if they were alive until they sent a telegram 
from Enfield!” That moment of sheer, unbridled relief had been one of the happiest of his life. In the
aftermath, enlistment had jumped fourfold, driven by equal parts of hatred towards those cave-
dwelling elves who had somehow corrupted the very nature of reality, and peer pressure.

“You desired a chance to prevent a similar occurrence?”

“Yes, sir. The entire street wanted that.”

“Hmm.” A languid draw on the cigar. “How long were you in basic training, and where were 
you stationed after?”

“Six months. After that, another six months in Dublin. Then we were shipped out to Egypt for
two long years.”

“Don't like the heat?” the officer asked, sounding amused. “Or perhaps the natives?”

“Not really fond of the heat, sir.”

Another draw on the cigar. “Does Operation Briarwood in May of 1912 ring a bell?”

Porter winced. “Yes, sir.”



“Summarise it for me.”

Porter took a deep breath. “I was told we would be attacking a conversion centre the 
Fomorian Brotherhood had set up under the hills west of Oughterard. We were the advance party; 
we were supposed to confirm the location, seal them off, and wait for the dwarven airships to show 
up with some kind of attack gas. That was the plan. It was – pardon my language – a complete 
bloody disaster.”

“There were no survivors from the advance party. What happened?” Porter's heart sank.

“Nothing went right. They knew we were coming. The bloody cavalry and airships never 
arrived. Eventually, they...they overran us.”

For a moment, he was not in the interrogation room, but in a pine forest that was mildly 
boggy underfoot. He had just seen Corporal Morgan's head ripped apart by a shotgun blast to the 
face, and responded with a rage-fuelled bayonet thrust to the monster's throat. The Fomorian fell 
with a bubbling scream, clawing at the gaping wound in it's throat as he ripped out the blade, eyes 
darting around for the next target.

Another Fomorian screamed a name and lunged at him, swinging an axe. He ducked the 
enraged, clumsy blow and twisted the rifle around to lunge at the monster's stomach. With a sudden 
burst of speed – far faster than something that heavily built had any right to be – the orc dodged it, 
swinging the axe down onto the rifle. The shock drove it from his hands, disarming him just long 
enough for the monster to grab him and, eyes glinting with malicious glee, raise the axe. He closed 
his eyes.

The blow never came. Instead, he heard another orc speaking in a fervent, scornful tone that 
sounded like it was lambasting the one that held him. He cracked open his eyes, and his heart sank 
as he saw another orc standing behind his would-be executioner, clad in light green robes and an 
adjusted helmet. One of the Brotherhood's enforcers.

“Corporal?”

“Sir?” Porter was abruptly yanked back to the present.

“How many of them were there?”

“I counted at least thirty dead to ten of us. Only myself and Private Hurley were left alive.”

“Not bad. What happened after that?”

“They dragged us into the tunnels. Into the conversion centre.”

“Oh?” He sounded interested. “How was it laid out?”

Porter shook his head. “They just took us under the hills and locked us in a cell for a while. 
Then they started beating the crap out of us. They weren't even looking for information - they just 
wanted revenge. I don't know how long it lasted.”

“What happened when it stopped?”

“They left us for a while longer. Then one of those...those green-robed enforcers started 
interrogating us. No, not interrogating. They...”

The green-robed orc folded its arms into its sleeves, frowning at them where they had been 
chained to a wall. When it finally spoke, it had the overformal tone and antiquated grammar of 
someone who had not had learned a language in a very long time.



“I feel the need to apologise for my brothers'...zealousness. They may have taken offence at 
their comrades' unfortunate deaths. Now that their choler has been purged...”

“Fuck off,” Private Hurley mumbled, his voice slurred and one eye swollen over. The orc 
sighed tiredly, as though it expected this.

“Please...I am here to guide you during your initiation. You have breathed in the blessed air, 
your body shall be remade over some time into a newer, uplifted form,” it began, voice rising and 
eyes gleaming fervently. “You shall no longer be cursed with the weakness of humanity or 
dwarfdom!”

“What the fuck?” Porter asked, feeling his bladder tighten unpleasantly.

“You will have heard of the banshees – if you are sufficiently fortunate to have not seen 
them,” the orc continued, voice dripping with distaste. “You will have heard of their malice. Their 
warmongering. They seek nothing less than the destruction and enslavement of us all!” A pause to 
gain breath, then it resumed. “The decadent League may have abandoned us, and bamboozled you 
into regarding us as demons, but the tunnels have not! This air, this blessed air that you breath 
now...is the source of our strength!”

The orc unfolded its arms, raising one and tugging down the sleeve to reveal a grey shirt 
sleeve. With a dramatic flick, it rolled down the shirt sleeve to reveal a thick, heavily-muscled arm 
sporadically covered with green, scaly veins.

“We are the first line of defence against this incursion. We...are the Fomorians!”

“The first line of defence? They actually believe that?” The officer broke in, interrupting 
Porter's abbreviated retelling.

“They do, sir. At least, that one did.”

“Jesus Christ. How...how long did it take to turn?”

“I don't know. They told me it would take a few months; they said that it happens much 
quicker in children. For all I know, it hasn't even finished.”

“How did you escape?”

“It might have been two months or more after that; I don't know how long. They let us up 
onto the surface to gather logs, with three others and four guards.”

“Did they trust you that soon?”

“No.”

The orc grunted irritably and shoved them forwards, snarling another command in Irish. The 
five prisoners shuffled forwards, ankles chained together and two of them pushing wheelbarrows. 
Porter’s eyes had just about begun to adjust to the light that filtered through the trees, just enough to
see the red-haired woman ahead of him. He vaguely remembered her red hair from the cells 
block...was her name Sarah?

He had no way to know how long it had been since they started, but eventually the orcish 
guard snarled at them to stop, glaring with open hostility as it backed away. Another one spoke from
the shadows up ahead, instructing them to do something, but Porter couldn’t immediately 
understand what. It sounded as though it was ordering them to start cutting down a particular tree.

One of the guards sighed explosively. He glanced over his shoulder, expecting to see a club 
descending on his back, and his eyes widened in silent shock as the guard pitched forward with a 
look of disbelief on its face. The other guard whipped around with a baffled snarl, and froze at the 
sight of four plants surrounding the group, rifles and repeater carbines aimed broadly around the 



group. The fifth pulled a bloody knife out of the first guard’s back, wiped it on the corpse, and let 
the body drop.

The second guard snarled with rage, drawing a revolver from its belt in a defiant gesture that 
proved to be futile as a stuttering burst from one of the carbines impacted its head. It crumpled, the 
revolver falling from nerveless fingers.

“Don’t move!” Porter was more relieved by the accent that sounded like it came from the 
Rhondda Valley, than the fact that the guns – not the standard Mauser No. 4 – weren’t quite aimed 
at him,. Desperately, he racked his brains for any recollection of soldiers who eschewed the 
standard service dress or weaponry. Nothing came to mind...nothing confirmed.

“Identify yourselves!” the plant ordered.

“Um...Corporal James Porter, Royal Irish Fusiliers. This is Private Tom Hurley, also Royal 
Irish, and...”

“Sarah Delaney,” the woman added hurriedly, about to introduce the others.

“A likely tale,” the plant retorted, cutting her off. Somewhere underneath it, he could see the 
outline of a face. “I knew they had low standards, but I didn’t think they allowed your kind in.”

“We’re not orcs!” Miss Delaney shouted. “I’m from Headford!”

“I’m from Maynooth!” Porter added. The plant shrugged.

“Keep your hands up. Brydon, search them. Hughes, check the bodies.”

“What happened when you arrived back at the outpost?” the officer broke in.

Porter hesitated. After arriving at Oughterard, they had been thrown into a cell and ignored for
a day. Then the initial interrogation had begun. Some pompous dwarven officer had shouted at them
and cited various legal acts that were probably meant to browbeat them into submission, but really 
just bored him after the first hour. After God alone knew how many hours, the dwarf had given up, 
leaving with a sneering comment about it being impossible to offer salvation to a creature that 
would accept it.

The second one had involved a British soldier – or rather, a Wexford-accented artillery 
captain. This one had been frigidly polite at first, not believing that they hadn’t been born as orcs. 
He had, however, conceded that Porter certainly sounded like he was from Maynooth or around that
area, and that Miss Delaney’s story did match that of a nurse gone missing on a pilgrimage along 
the Wall.

When Porter and Hurley’s fingerprints came back confirming their identity, the captain’s 
attitude had changed from condescending contempt to one of condescending pity. The dwarves had 
become even more fanatical in their attempts to browbeat confessions out of them, or trying to save 
their immortal souls, or whatever excuse they had...

A knock at the door broke into his thoughts. He glanced around, struggling to make out 
anything.

“Sir?” the officer stood up, sounding a little surprised.

“At ease, John,” a Scottish brogue replied. “Corporal Porter, isn’t it?”

“Yes, sir!”

“Colonel Johnstone. I’ll excuse the salute, given the circumstances. This is really just 
rehashing what the service got out of you, so I’ll get to the point.” He paused. “The eggheads are 
certain that we can’t undo what happened to you. But what happens next is up to you.”



“Sir?”

“You may be aware that the dwarves despise the Fomorians. They insist that all Fomorian 
detainees should be handed over to them for...well, I think you can imagine.” Porter shuddered. 
He’d heard the rumours, all right; those displays of zeal in Oughterard were bad enough. The 
Colonel blandly continued, “Of course, it hasn’t seemed to occur to them that extermination might 
not be a soundly thought-out policy. They’ve never considered, for instance, hiring any as soldiers. 
It would certainly be cheaper.”

“What, as a freelancer?” Porter couldn’t keep the indignation out of his voice. Orcish 
mercenaries? Who the hell thought that was a good idea?

“Not willing to consider that, eh?” the Scotsman asked mockingly. “Well, if you’re not 
interested, then I can’t really help you.”

“Beggin’ you pardon, Sir, but I took the King’s Shilling! I don’t see how being turned into an 
orc negates that!”

“That'll do.” The Colonel turned to leave. “Oh, one other thing, Corporal.”

“Sir?”

“Welcome to Department 11.”



In Which The Kingdom of Scandinavia Plans To Troll The 
British Navy

The swift, efficient rat-tat-tat on the door broke the Admiral’s concentration, just as the 
cigarette lighter had come to life. Scowling briefly out one side of his mouth, he held the old bullet 
case to the top of the pipe and puffed as the tobacco began to smoulder. Even before he could ask 
who it was, the door swung halfway open to reveal a woman in a severe navy-blue tunic that 
marked her as a Lieutenant. Icy pale blue eyes peered out of a face that was lined with middle-age, 
her mouth turned down in a disapproving look.

“Sir, Mr Bjornsson has arrived,” she announced in a clipped, efficient tone.

“Thank you, Miss Nilsdottir. Send him in,” the Admiral growled. She withdrew her head long 
enough to hold the door open, gesturing for the visitor to enter. 

He was completely unremarkable; had the Admiral passed him on the streets, the light grey 
suit, matching open overcoat and Homburg would barely have registered. A thin grey moustache 
hung limply beneath half-closed eyes and, as he removed the hat. Even his white shirt took on a 
grey cast. The only vaguely colourful article about him was the light brown attaché case in his right 
hand.

“Vice-Admiral Falsen,” he whispered languidly. Somehow, Falsen suspected that the man have
known long before he set foot in the Ministry’s corridors, even if his name was on the door.

“Mr Bjornsson,” Falsen nodded, waving to one of the seats in front of his desk. Bofors 
furniture, like everything else in the building – all plain pine and steel. The man carefully folded in 
the seat with an economical movement that had to have been practised repeatedly, setting his 
attaché case to one side and withdrawing something from an inner pocket.

The identification card looked correct to the Admiral’s eyes. Jens Bjornsson, Ministry of 
Security. Birthday 19th of February, 1865. Height 165 centimetres – which looked about right. Hair 
colour – grey, of course. Eye colour – blue – and here he had to double-check. The watermark bore 
the Ministry’s emblem – a pair of ravens, each bearing a pendant of an eye that represented Odin’s. 
All in all, everything looked correct, so he begrudgingly returned it and waited for the man to speak.

“Admiral,” Bjornsson began, “the Ministry requires some naval expertise on a hypothetical 
contingency plan. You may be aware of the quarantine zone around western Ireland – more 
specifically, the dwarven homeland region in Connacht.”

Falsen nodded, puffing twice on his pipe. Of course he knew of it. Anyone who hadn’t been 
living under a rock knew of the dwarves of Ireland and had heard the ludicrous tales of a region 
where reality had just gone out to lunch about sixty years ago. Gravity spontaneously weakening, 
pah! To say nothing of the monsters that had begun to appear in their stead.

“One of the most important issues that the British and the dwarves face is how to keep that area
quarantined, and keep the...Fomorians...from escaping,” Bjornsson continued blandly. “There is a 
thought in certain quarters that not enough is being done to...address this concern. The landward 
side is formidable enough, but it would appear that the naval side is...somewhat lacking,” he 
concluded.

Falsen began to mechanically tamp down the tobacco in his pipe as he considered this request. 
He was well aware of the disparity between the Nordic Royal Navy and their British counterparts; 
in the event of the war everyone foresaw within the next year or two, he didn’t see any chance of 
knocking them out. If they could draw a few ships away...



“One of my officers specialises in that region and was working on something along those 
lines,” he growled. Without waiting for a reply, he stood up and strode over to the door. “Miss 
Nilsdottir, tell Commander Rasmussen I want to see him,” he barked.

“Yes, Admiral,” she called, lifting the telephone earpiece from her desk. As he closed the door 
and returned to his seat, he was mildly irked at Bjornsson’s comment.

“Thomas Rasmussen...former deputy naval attaché at the consulate in Dublin, I believe. Did he
not fall in love with a local...woman of the town?”

Falsen glowered as he sat back down. “If you know that, then you probably know damned well
that he reported it immediately. In fact, he made a damn fine job of using it for interference.”

Bjornnson smiled, though it did not reach his eyes. “One wonders how much time and money 
Chief Inspector Byrne spent on that.” Falsen chose to puff on his pipe rather than reply verbally, not
that he had much time before a quick double-tap on the door announced somebody. At a barked 
command to enter, the door swung open to reveal a younger man with a neatly-trimmed black beard
and moustache – very much a man of the sea back on land.

“Commander Rasmussen reporting as ordered, sir.” Prompted by the unexpected guest, the 
man raised his hand as though to salute, but stopped as Falsen waved him towards the second chair.

“Sit down, Rasmussen,” he growled, tamping down the tobacco again. “Mr Bjornsson here 
wants to hear about your interference proposals for Ireland.”

Rasmussen glanced at the visitor, who merely stared back with a faint half-smile. Shrugging, 
he slid his long, thin fame into the chair, one arm hanging off an armrest.

“I suppose the best place to start is with the British Navy’s dispositions around the disaster 
zone. The primary role is preventing smugglers or pirates from entering or exiting the peninsula, so 
there’s not many warships. There might be a destroyer or two, but nothing more than that; most of 
the ships are converted drifters and trawlers.”

“Why would they use fishing vessels, Commander?” Bjornsson asked. He had not moved his 
hands at all, as though he didn’t need to take notes.

“For the dwarves of Ireland, it’s their homeland region. But to the Royal Navy, it’s a 
backwater, even if it’s only a few hundred kilometres from Dublin. Most of the ships that are left in 
orcish control are similar or lesser, with few weapons – if they even have any left. The dwarves 
have eight destroyers and three light cruisers between Belmullet and Limerick, so the British don’t 
really need much in the way of warships.

“What they do need are long range and high seaworthiness. Trawlers and drifters are designed 
to work in rough seas, and they’re quite a bit cheaper than a dedicated warship. That does free up 
the rest of their vessels for naval use.”

“Did they ever try any other types of vessels?”

“Yes, they did attempt seaplane tenders, but I’m only aware of that happening once in 1911 and
once again in 1914. The local papers made quite a big deal about them.”

“The newspapers? They allow this information to be published openly?” Bjornsson sounded 
almost bored by this admission, even though he probably knew the answer himself. Rasmussen 
smirked.

“Sir, the local papers can be quite valuable. They’ll be light on technical or tactical details, but 
the society pages tend to keep track of whoever’s in town – especially the commanders of the ships 
or regiments. Just knowing where they are and have been recently is useful information, and if it’s 
readily accessible...” he trailed off, making a circular motion with his left hand.

“I see. So, not very many warships. You have proposals to draw some away from the northern 
seas? In the event of a war...merely hypothetical, you understand,” the grey man continued.



Rasmussen nodded. “They’re just proposals that have been kicking around my skull, sir, and 
some are a bit fanciful.” He paused, either for dramatic effect or to gather his thoughts. “The first, 
and most absurd one, is to set up a radio broadcast apparatus nearby as “Fomorians” and taunt the 
local garrisons. Slight problem – nobody is going to believe those savages capable of it, and almost 
nobody else is going to have a wireless set.”

Bjornsson made a noise that could have been disagreement or agreement. Falsen huffed and 
rolled his eyes at this idea.

“Suppose we go through with this. Once we set up a radio for the Fomorians, how is that going
to draw the British navy away?”

“That was the other main problem with that idea. My second idea was to perform some small-
scale sabotage or vandalism along the coasts – again, posing as Fomorians. A few problems that I 
can see with that idea,” Rasmussen continued, punctuating each problem with a raised finger. “One:
who do we have that could do this? Two: how do we get them there? Three: how do we cover it if it 
goes keel-up? And four: it strikes me that this could just as easily be countered by increased land 
patrols.”

“So why is that more sensible?” Falsen growled around his pipe.

“It would be more believable – that’s the whole point of the Wall, to keep the Fomorians in 
Connacht. However, I believe that the third idea I have is more practical for keeping the Royal 
Navy on their toes. In short, use one of our submarines to drop a crate or two of older weaponry off 
the coast – not even near the quarantine zone.”

“You would recommend this one? Why?”

“Well, the Fomorians aren’t the only...armed group in the island. A few widely-used rifles 
landing on the coast would have to be met with a response, especially if they begin to suspect that 
it’s a submarine behind it. We’re not the only people who use them – so do the Americans, the 
Germans and the French.”

“What sort of rifles?”

“My first thoughts are Mausers, since everyone and their dog uses them in one form or 
another.” Rasmussen began to count off the nations on his left hand again. “We use them ourselves, 
but so do the British, the Americans, and obviously the Germans. The alternatives would be some 
Austrian, Italian, French or Russian guns, but we’d have to acquire them ourselves.”

“How effective would you rate this at keeping the Royal Navy out of the Norwegian Sea?” 
Bjornsson asked.

“In itself, not very. We might get a few antisubmarine ships away, but I wouldn’t expect more 
than that. However, it might have some knock-on effects.” He paused. “To be honest, I don’t think 
one single run would be enough. It would have to occur a few times, which runs the risk of being 
spotted more easily.”

Bjornsson nodded slowly. “Thank you, Commander. If you have copies of these proposals, I 
would be interested in studying them more closely.”

“Umm...” Rasmussen tilted and scratched his head. “I only have a single draft in shorthand. To 
be honest, this was just something kicking around my head-”

“Even so, I would like to review them. Admiral, you can contact me by telephone when this is 
ready, preferably within a week. I shall collect it myself.” The grey man rose and unobtrusively 
retrieved his hat. As he closed the door, Falsen could just about hear him addressing the lieutenant 
outside. As always, it caused a tendril of fear to run down his back, almost like he was back in the 
Greenland Sea against the Americans in ‘93. Was she reporting to Bjornsson or somebody else on 
the side for the last five years?



Rasmussen exhaled a sigh of relief. “He’s with the Ravens?”

Falsen grunted and tamped down the tobacco in his pie again. “Indeed. He knew of that attempt
at snaring you back in Dublin. Anyway, you have a week. Consider this your priority.”

Just as he laid his hand on the door handle, Rasmussen hesitantly turned to look at the Admiral.
“Sir...I know he said this is purely hypothetical, but what if it isn’t?”

Falsen shrugged and grunted again. “Just do the best you can, Thomas. Oh, and before you go, 
tell Ms Nilsdottir that I want Johansson in here.”



Submarine Dropoff

The listening and observation posts west of Ballyconneely had long since been established as 
part of the quarantine network around Connemara. Approximately a company was garrisoned in a 
series of blockhouses around the peninsula, connected to the main forts at Ballyconeely and 
Roundstone by redundant telephone wires. Within ten minutes, a report of a suspicious ship would 
be filtered through the command station, plotted on the mapping tables and relayed out to the 
corvettes and destroyer boats on standby or already out on patrol.

In theory, at least. In practice, every single sighting in the last thirty years had turned out to 
either be one of their own ships, or phantoms due to atmospheric conditions. Only once had an 
unidentified ship turned out to be something unusual – a bulk carrier out of New York had got lost 
in a storm, and been very glad to be steered away from the orc-occupied quarantine zone.

Just a mile off the coast of Connemara, the swell of an otherwise normal patch of sea was 
subtly broken by a metallic tube that was bent forward into a right-angle. It remained there for some
time, unhurriedly rotating to either side. Had any naval vessel been close enough to spot it, it would 
have been quickly recognised. To their southeast, a recurrent yellow flash marked a distant 
lighthouse, but there were no other signs of lights along the coastline.

Apparently satisfied, the tube began to rise. It turned out to be surrounded by a large metal 
oval that in turn was mounted onto a long cigar-shaped body. The machine steadied itself once the 
flat top of the body was at least a metre above the waves. Less than a minute later, a sextet of 
humans clad in nondescript pea coats appeared inside the oval, facing outwards. They remained 
still, scanning the surrounding horizon for any sign that they had been detected.

At a hoarse command from one of them, a conical hatch popped open in the top of the metal 
cigar. Two of the humans in the tower swung themselves over the port side, grasping the ladder that 
had been welded into the side of the tower, and scuttled down towards the hatch. Crouching on 
either side of it, they began to drag up a long, thin crate that had appeared in the opening.

As they manhandled the crate and several others like it up onto the deck, the crew on the 
tower kept their eyes outwards. With the exception of the captain and his second-in-command, none
of them knew for certain what was actually inside the crates; all they knew was that their orders 
were to drop it offshore where it might be easily found by the garrisons around Connemara, without
being detected or identified. There was a reason why the flag had been removed a couple of days 
ago.

After ten more crates had been dragged up, the two stevedores were joined by another pair 
from the hatch. The four of them turned their attention to a crude wooden raft that had been lashed 
to the deck behind the hatch, carefully lowering it into the water and tying it to the side of the 
submarine. One of them climbed down onto the raft, making his way over to the far side as the rest 
began to lower the crates onto it. Swiftly, he began to arrange and tie them onto the raft, keeping the
weight as evenly distributed as possible.

Finally, they opened the last crate, which was shorter and thicker than the rest. The wooden 
box that they pulled out had a long pole sticking out of the bottom, with curved wooden blades 
mounted at right angles on one end. As they lowered it to the raft, one of them climbed down with it
and began to help the fourth crewman tie it onto the bow side of the raft with the blades faced 
outwards. When they were satisfied that it was fastened tightly enough, one of them began to pull 
sharply on a cord.

On the third attempt, the engine started to push forwards against the ropes with a muted putt-
putt. The crewmen on the ramp scrambled back up onto the deck just before the ropes were cast off 



and thrown onto the raft, freeing it to scrape alongside the submarine. One of them picked up a 
boathook that they had presciently brought with them and prodded at the bow of the raft, pushing it 
away from the submarine and towards the shore.

As they closed the hatch and began to climb back into the tower, the raft kept chugging to the 
southeast with its mysterious cargo. Before long, both the raft and the submarine had disappeared 
from sight, leaving nothing but the waves and spray.

Brother-Captain Fintan stared at the rifle that the armourer had placed on the table in front of 
him and the commander of Dún Bhaile Conaola. At first glance, it looked like any regular Mauser 
rifle that the British Army had been using for the last fifteen years or so. Far too long and unwieldy 
for a son (or daughter) of the tunnels, but by all accounts a solid, reliable rifle.

There was just one problem. This rifle was one of fifty that had been found in a pile of crates 
that had landed near Slyne Head, attached to a raft that had a small engine attached to it. That was 
certainly not a normal delivery mechanism – let alone an authorised one – and the armourer’s brief 
technical examination made it even worse.

“No serial number or proof marks on the outside,” the other dwarf had explained, pointing 
with a chewed fingernail at various points around the rifle's working parts. Even to the Inquisitor’s 
untrained eye, every point he had highlighted had clearly been filed down to obscure or remove the 
identifying details.

“What about the ammunition?” the commander asked.

The armourer handed him one of the tapered bullets. “As you can see, sir, it’s standard British 
three-oh-three, made by Vickers.” Left unspoken were the facts that the Vickers-Bedford 
conglomerate sold to anyone with enough money, and that the Connacht Trading Company had a 
stake in the conglomerate.

The Inquisitor sighed and pinched the bridge of his nose, missing the brief look of panic on 
the armourer’s face. Now wasn’t that a mess? Rifles that were widely used throughout Europe and 
America, suddenly appearing on the coast of the quarantine zone without any identifying marks or 
any sign of the ship that delivered them. And this wasn’t the first instance that the Inquisition knew 
of.

“Brother?”

“Thank you, Sergeant, that will be all. Commander, you may tell the watch posts that we 
suspect somebody is attempting to supply the Fomorians by sea.” He paused in the doorway as 
something occurred to him. “Let us meet in your office in about an hour or so. My report will have 
to include a possible explanation for how we have failed.”

“We?” the commander echoed, narrowing his eyes. Behind him, the armourer’s panic briefly 
reappeared as he realised that the commander was arguing with a Seeker.

Fintan shrugged. “My contingent did not observe any such ships either on our own guard 
shifts out there. As far as I remember, every single confirmed ship in the last two or three years has 
turned out to be either League-controlled or British. I think it very likely that the guards have 
simply let their attention wander after nothing happening for a very long time.” 

Or whoever did this didn’t use a cargo ship that we’d have spotted, the commandant thought 
as the Inquisitor finally left. And that yielded another thought. What if it was one of those Holland 
boats?



A Useful Politician

Just one letter. That was all she had to do – post a letter. The gentleman with the genial smile, 
vaguely Continental accent and the icy blue eyes had paid her two pounds for a penny-rate letter, 
already stamped and addressed. He’d hinted that she might find it useful to write one herself.

Mrs Lynch smiled to herself as she approached the postbox just outside Heuston Station, 
revealing a haphazard array of tobacco-stained teeth. Hardly the best pay for her little favours, but 
quite good for such a trivial task and the extra two pounds would be very useful if Jimmy, Anna or 
Michael caught the flu again.

The name on the envelope was one she knew well. Jonathan Butler, County Councillor for 
Galway-Roscommon. Anyone in Connacht – the parts that hadn’t been overrun by the Fomorians – 
knew of him. A hollow-cheeked man with a very intense stare, frequently in the papers over 
London’s lack of support for Connacht. Sure, there was a heavy military presence, but not a lot else.
Perhaps the man with the blue eyes wanted him to draw some more attention to this again

“Jonathan? A letter arrived from Dublin. You might find it worrying.”

“Oh?” Jonathan Butler looked up from the dry, verbose report on education standards in the 
province. Sarah handed him the letter, her normally sunny face set into a grim frown. He frowned in
turn and scanned it. His eyebrows ran north along his face as he read, stopping about halfway 
towards his hairline.

Dear Sir,

I am a clerk at Dublin Castle and a proud servant of The Crown, born in Tuam. In the course
of my duties and in my daily life, I have come across numerous people who, openly or otherwise,
regard the Fomorian menace to Connacht and the rest of our island as somewhat overblown. Some
are  mere  labourers  from  the  less  refined  parts  of  Dublin,  but  others  are  from  more  refined
backgrounds and should surely know better.

I am sure that this may horrify you. However, that is not what alarms me so. I have overheard
numerous individuals seriously discussing a most horrifying proposition: to allow Fomorians to
serve in the armed forces! I hardly need remind you that this is a slap in the face of the sacrifices
performed by our brave boys garrisoned along the Wall of Connacht or our Firtollán allies.

An equally disturbing rumour that persists around the halls of the Castle is that small crates
of firearms have been found on the shores of Connacht, right on the edge of the Quarantine Zone,
but the news of this is being suppressed. An acquaintance of mine, whom I shall not identify here,
was heard to comment that it would hardly surprise him if a submersible had been used to deliver
them, and even how this might be useful for sparking an internal war among the Fomorian tribes!

I have tried to address my concerns among my colleagues, but to no avail. I beg of you, to
please bring this to the press and your colleagues in the legislature before it is too late!

Kind Regards,

A Servant of The Crown



Jonathan read through it again, clenching his jaw shut as he strained to keep his rising temper 
in check. This...this was...it was something he’d occasionally wondered about himself, but 
immediately shut down every time it had occurred to him. What sort of nincompoop would actually 
consider this a good idea? Did those fools up in Dublin not know what a menace the Fomorians and 
the serpentoids and the banshees and the terror birds were? Sure, there hadn’t been any major raids 
from across Lough Corrib or Lough Mask for at least two decades, and there were numerous well-
established forts and outposts on the Connemara side of the Wall, but-

“What are you going to do about this?” Sarah’s anxious voice broke into his whirling 
thoughts, focussing his attention.

“I think,” he began slowly, “that I will need to speak with Mr Jameson and Major Bloodnok.” 
Both were well aware of the menace posed by the long-term quarantine zone, a fact that had put 
them on the founding list for the Vigilance Committee he had formed two years ago to watch for 
signs of Fomorian sympathising in the wider population. Jameson also served on the Policing 
Committee for the district and was a close friend of County Inspector Betters. If anyone could ferret
out a report on this, he could.

“What about the Inquisition?” she asked. He frowned again as he considered this, 
remembering the lukewarm response that the Committee had received from the Firtollán Inquisition
when offering their assistance and cooperation. However, he was fairly certain that the dwarves 
would find this interesting and would almost certainly take the credit if they got involved here. 
Even their holy men and women weren’t immune to the need to show they were on top of things.

“I think we’ll make our own inquiries first,” he eventually replied, shaking his head. “Ask 
Jacob to prepare a telegraph to Jameson and Bloodnok for this Thursday evening, would you?”

Ty Halsen lowered himself into the hard leather chair in his office, gingerly placing his coffee 
mug on his desk next to the newspapers and beginning to peruse the memos in his in-tray. The usual
bumf about housekeeping (“kindly treat the office as if it were your home”), a request from Larsson 
for comments on a proposal to arrange for the Oslo Symphony Orchestra to visit Dublin and 
Belfast...and a note from Dahl in the communications office requesting his presence at his earliest 
convenience.

He glanced up at the clock on the wall. Eight thirty-three. Perhaps ten minutes would be 
acceptable. In the meantime, one of the headlines of the newspapers had caught his attention. He 
reached forward and drew today’s copy of the Irish Times towards him.

H.M. Government accused of suppressing news of attempts to supply Fomorians

Dublin Castle “a hotbed of Fomorian sympathisers” - Butler

He smirked and sat back to read it more carefully. When he’d first handed that letter to the 
cleaning lady three weeks ago, he honestly hadn’t expected it to have much effect, but the damn 
fool had swallowed it hook, line and sinker. 



Infiltration

Huddled inside the guard tower, the sentry reached for a pack of cigarettes. Another night in 
this draughty, open-air shithole, not two miles off the coast from the Fomorians. He wasn't paid 
enough to watch northeast for boats approaching, listening to the wind playing tricks with his ears. 
He'd already ‘heard’ footsteps twice in the last hour.

The cigarette lit up the interior of the watchtower. Out of the corner of his eye, he could see 
the construction site for that new tower fifty yards away. Bloody expensive pieces of shite...rather 
than hiring more people (or, heaven forbid, even just paying him enough to actually care), 
management had decreed that these lightning throwing machines would protect Cruagh Island. This 
vital island. It was of the highest importance that the Fomorians and the government be kept-

A sound! He whipped his head round, one hand clutching his IKEA repeater carbine, and 
peered through the gun slit. Nothing showed itself. He sighed, and leaned back in the hard metal 
chair. Two months of this crap, and he'd be able to afford a wooden one, maybe even from Bofors in
Scand-

With no warning at all, a crossbow appeared in the gun slit, the bolt briefly gleaming as it 
aimed as his head. He froze as he saw the masked face that leered at him from behind it, two ivory 
fangs jutting up from the jaw. Before he could scream a warning or hit the alarm button, the 
Fomorian squeezed the trigger with a click and everything went black.

Outside, the orc smiled grimly and waved over its shoulder, eyes roving over the inside of the 
guard post. Another orc crawled out of the darkness behind it, followed by two more. Most of them 
had tied drab scarves that matched their clothes around their lower faces, leaving their eyes visible. 
They waited. 

A few long minutes later, when there was no sign that they were spotted, the scout crawled 
past the watchtower. As he made to round the corner, he paused and looked to his right. Grinning, 
he waved over his shoulder and pointed at something.

“What do you have, Healy?” the leader whispered, crawling up to him. For such a large orc, 
he was very quiet.

“Doorway inside, boss. The eejits tried to hide it.”

The commander glanced at the oddly textured net that covered the tower. There was definitely
a gap in it where somebody had fastened a smaller net onto a door, one small section cut out for a 
sign. Next to the door was a wooden box, held shut only by a simple latch. He focussed on the sign. 
It looked like a warning that the door was for authorised personnel only, but somebody had 
scrawled something underneath it that he couldn't quite make out. He opened the box, stared briefly 
at the bewildering array of numbered buttons, and turned to look over his shoulder.

“Gráinne. Come over here.”

The orc that crawled over was much slimmer than everyone else and wore a vest of various 
tools over her coat. Like him, she had not covered her face. Her eyes immediately locked onto the 
box with an uncanny intensity and, as she peered inside, her eerily still face briefly split into a faint 
smile.

“Do you know what this is?” he asked.

“An electronic lock,” she whispered in a flat, emotionless voice. “Give me a minute.” She 
pulled out her knife, prying off the cover of the box to reveal an even more confusing mess of wires
and electrical components. She was about to start fiddling with the wires, when something on the 



inside of the door caught her eye. “Oh, they left a default code. They’re not supposed to do that,” 
she added bemusedly.

The commander looked closer at the back of the door, or the part she was pointing at. Four 
numbers...one...two…three…he didn't need to guess what the fourth was. He scowled slightly at 
this. Did the corporation seriously think that none of them could read?

“Try it.”

She replaced the keypad, her slender fingers pressing the buttons. A green light came on after 
the fourth entered. She announced that it was open.

Healy swung the door open, levelling his crossbow through the gap. The hatch into the 
tunnels lay invitingly open in front of him, but he ignored it, reaching for the dwarf's carbine. 
Carefully, he pulled it out and handed it over to the commander, keeping his hands away from the 
trigger or any moving parts. He reached back in and dragged the corpse out.

“Aidan, what is...IKEA?” Gráinne asked as she peered at the carbine. If her face wasn’t it’s 
usual blank expression, he would have thought she was admiring the slender curves of the front grip
and the frame around the glass sights at the front of the carbine’s square barrel. Stamped on the side 
were the letters “IKEA”.

“They’re an arms manufacturer in Scandinavia,” Aidan replied, briefly scowling in disgust 
again as he noticed that the safety catch had been set to “U”, something that the manual he’d read 
claimed represented automatic fire. He flipped it down to “S”, squeezed the tabs on either side of 
the magazine’s head to remove it, and worked the changing handle twice to make sure there was 
nothing chambered. There was a brief, muted plink as the bullet fell from behind his elbow and 
landed on his boot. “Healy, anything else?”

Wordlessly, the scout handed him two more magazines and a flask. A quick sniff at the flask 
revealed it to be alcohol – probably the watered-down industrialised excuse that the corporation 
issued, and not the good stuff. As he looked up again, he ignored the packet of cigarettes 
mysteriously disappearing from the guard's corpse and reappearing in one of Healy's pouches.

“McKay, you and Healy check out the tunnel.”

The scout quietly slid into the tunnel, followed by McKay. Aidan leaned in, waiting for them 
to give the all clear. It came seconds later, in the form of McKay's double nod and wave. He told 
Gráinne to follow him, and swung himself down into the tunnel.

With a practised eye, he scanned his surroundings. About thirty feet ahead of him, the corridor
descended out of sight, dim blue-white light spilling out from an alcove to the left of it. Just to his 
left sat another alcove, devoid of any lights. About a third of the way towards the ramp, Healy 
leaned against a wooden door, his ear planted against it. He held up two fingers, pointed at the door.
McKay glanced expectantly over his shoulder. 

Aidan nodded, once. McKay tapped Healy on the shoulder. A light snore came from inside the
room as Healy slid the door open and padded inside. A click, a gurgle, and a brief scream that was 
cut into a series of muffled, choking grunts and the sound of somebody being slammed against the 
wall, and Healy began to speak. He had adopted a more guttural, comically thuggish voice, very 
much the hulking, mentally stunted orc.

“Guards? How many?”

Aidan leaned around the doorway, seeing Healy holding something against the wall. The 
room itself was tiny; two folding beds, two footlockers underneath, and one light-plant in an alcove 
on the far wall. Just below the alcove, another carbine and a pistol were propped against the wall. 
The carbine was pointed horizontally at the other dwarf's bed, with a magazine loaded. Aidan felt 
his contempt increasing at their poor display of weapon safety.

“I can’t breathe!” the dwarf gasped, flailing futilely at the paw around his throat.



“How many?” Healy asked again, loosening his grip slightly. The dwarf took a moment to 
gather his breath, and began to launch into an obviously rehearsed piece about how the orcs were 
devil-worshippers. Healy rolled his eyes and dropped the act, choking the dwarf again. “You'd think
they'd come up with something new.”

“Not yet, Healy,” Aidan interrupted as he leaned in. “Give him one more chance.”

“You heard the boss. How many of you are there?”

“A battalion! You think you can kill all of us? Fools. My soul-”

“This place has never had room for more than a company. Finish him.” Aidan leaned back out
as Healy continued choking the guard and glanced over at Gráinne, checking if she was holding up. 
She made no comments or gestures as Healy slipped back out with the carbine and spare magazines.
Wordlessly, he handed the carbine and ammunition to McKay, who seemed a little bemused at the 
shape as he checked if the safety catch was on. Apparently it wasn't, to Aidan's lack of surprise.

They continued down the corridor, reaching a conveniently-signposted and lit junction. One 
sign told him that the lighthouse and the elevator were to his left; the other pointed to the right 
down a rougher, more recently-dug tunnel towards the construction site. He waved at Healy to 
check the right tunnel. The scout melted away into the darkness. Aidan stole a glance at his pocket 
watch, angling it towards the light. They had already been here for 20 minutes. If they couldn't tear 
down that tower- 

His train of thought was interrupted by Healy returning with a shake of his head and a report 
that the tunnel was blocked by a door with wires coming from it. It sounded like the door was 
alarmed; a tempting target, but there were probably easier ones. “Let's check out the lighthouse.”

Healy stopped dead in his tracks and raised one hand. Ahead of them, a faint glow and voices 
came from around a corner. Flattening themselves against the wall, they waited again. Nothing. 
Healy moved closer, slowly peering around the corner. 

The light appeared to be coming from a door just six feet from him. Ten feet further away at 
the far end of the corridor, two dwarves leaned against the wall, arguing. He could hear them talking
about disposing of bodies...that sounded interesting. The only problem was that he couldn't get close
enough to take one of them out; the other was certain to sound the alarm.

One of them said something about getting back on patrol. He hurriedly gestured for the rest of
then to get back, retreating two feet back along the corridor and tensely waiting. The sound of 
hobnailed boots drew closer and closer, until the dwarf walked around the corner and straight onto 
the bolt. He froze at the unexpected sight, just long enough for Healy to aim higher and squeeze the 
trigger.

The dwarf collapsed with the bolt embedded between his eyes. Healy swiftly reloaded and 
leaned around the corner again. There was no sign of the other guard, but he heard somebody – a 
woman – asking what that noise was.

Aidan rounded the corner, levelling the carbine. No targets. He crept up to the door, just as 
another dwarf leaned out, blinking muzzily. He lunged and grabbed the dwarf, roughly shoving 
them back into the room, eyes scanning each corner. It was filled with electrical equipment, some of
which he vaguely recognised some as radio receivers. They were larger and more clearly mass-
produced than the ones Gráinne had built, but that didn't matter. What mattered was the guard 
reaching for a pistol.

Aidan squeezed the trigger for a second. He felt the carbine kick lightly against his hand, 
heard the unusually quiet chatter of the report, and coldly watched the guard crumple with his face 
ripped apart. The second one, equally cursed by overly fast reflexes, fell into a bloody heap with 
part of his chest torn open by the bullets.



The other dwarf lay on the floor, staring up at the smoking barrel. Aidan dragged her upright, 
scanning the rest of the room. No targets presented themselves to him. He whipped his head down 
again as a gleam of metal caught his eye, and threw the dwarf backwards as she swiped desperately 
with the knife, face contorted in a mix of fear and zealous loathing. He levelled the carbine at her.

“Drop it, madam,” he growled tersely. The dwarf ignored it, lunging futilely at him. He 
squeezed the trigger, ignoring the tendrils of disgust as she died, and glanced around again, forcing 
himself to focus on something apart from murdering a civilian. Something about the second guard 
struck him as odd; he hadn't reached for a gun, but what looked like a box of matches. He moved in 
for a closer look, and found himself staring at a page that held rows of dates and meaningless 
combinations of letters and numbers. It felt oddly waxy when he picked it up.

“Oh,” he heard somebody say behind him. He turned to see Gráinne, staring blankly at the 
bodies. “Aidan, how...what...” she began, trying to comprehend how a bullet could do this.

“I'll explain later. Does this mean anything to you?” he asked. She didn't reply. Patiently, he 
repeated the question, forcing her to focus on the page. She sniffed it, completely oblivious to the 
odd look McKay and Healy gave her as she asked why it smelt flammable. That prompted him to 
look more closely at the dead dwarf, and then he realised what the matches were for. Disposing of 
the evidence.

“Is this a code book?”

“It's not...a book,” she began, and then realised what he meant. “I think it might be related, 
though. Were they...trying to burn this?”

Aidan nodded. He glanced back at the desk. Aside from writing implements, there was just an 
open book that turned out to be a dictionary, another waxed page with a guide to Morse code, and a 
board on the wall with various propaganda posters and notes. One in particular caught his eye; it 
was a handwritten note listing who was supposed to receive certain messages. Shipping and 
transport notifications were destined for one Jack O'Connor, security problems to Nicholas Delaney 
in Sector 1, and all issues relating to “Project 1151” were to be directed to a Dr Burke in Sector 3, 
the last line punctuated with the words “arsehole”.

“It's a book ciph-er,” Gráinne announced. “That dictionary is probably...used to define the 
key. Should-I take that?”

“Yes.” Aidan nodded again and glanced at his pocket watch, angling it towards the lights. 
“Take them back up to the surface. If we're not back up there in twenty, thirty minutes, get back 
home with that. Gentlemen, let's cause some damage.”



Of Snakes and Birds

Darragh Timoney would tell anyone who’d listen that the best way to find leads for his 
weekly column, Tales from the Western Front, was to sit in a pub of an evening. One could uncover 
all manner of interesting threads from the varied walks of life – fishermen, shopkeepers, off-duty 
soldiers – that one met in Galway’s pubs. The fact that he liked his stout was a mere bonus.

He was sitting down the far end of the King’s Head with a pint of the black stuff, notepad and 
pencil in the gap between the pillar and his right hand. He hadn’t heard anything particularly 
newsworthy yet, but that might just be his roots in Ballybrit talking; apparently, the rich folks up in 
Dublin and Belfast and over the sea loved hearing anything from the edge of the disaster zone. It 
didn’t matter what – just as long as they felt that the cost of the Wall was worth it.

“Hey, Andy,” somebody said from behind him. He discreetly flicked his eyes up to the mirror 
above the bar and saw a stocky man in a cheap suit approaching somebody about six feet away. To 
Darragh’s practised eye, the upright stance, the way he wore the suit and the length of his dirty 
blonde hair all told him that the man was an off-duty solider.

The other one – clearly a labourer of some kind – grinned and ordered another pint of stout. 
While they waited for it to settle, they chatted about nothing of interest to Darragh. He was about to 
order another pint when Andy asked the other man how the Army was treating him. 

“Still in Galway. So much for seeing the world; the only parts I’ve seen are up to Oughterard 
and Inverin.”

Darragh picked up his ears. Somebody on the front lines? This was a lucky night.

“Uachtar- wait, that’s in the dead zone?”

“Well, not quite there, but close. That’s where the monsters start appearing.”

“The monsters? You-you’ve seen Fomorians?”

“No, thank God! Only bloody terror birds and snakes so far.”

“Jaysus...when’d that happen?”

A pause ensued as the soldier took a sip, possibly reconsidering his words.

“Well...it was about three weeks ago. We were heading back to Galway after a supply run to 
Camp Teremaire up near Oughterard, and bringing back a couple of Prussians who’d been visiting. 
Some sort of exchange trip is what I heard,” he added, waving a hand. Darragh quickly took a note 
of this, already visualising the potential international intrigue angle. What were those dastardly 
Picklehaubeners doing out here?

“About twenty, thirty minutes after the left the camp, I was actually bored. Just another milk 
run, even in the death car – the one that sits in front of the cab – and then I saw our Dragoon 
outriders riding flat out towards us.”

“Why is that the ‘death car’?” Andy’s voice betokened his discomfit.

“Because it doesn’t have any armour worth a damn – just a row of sandbags around the 
Vickers. Only reason it’s there is in case somebody mines the damn track. Anyway, a moment later, 
the damn birds pop out behind them. They must have been about 9, 10 foot tall...dunno what they’d 
weigh, but it wouldn’t surprise me if they were 300 pounds.”

“Jaysus…how close were they?”

“About three hundred yards. Easy range for the Vickers, but the Dragoons were in the way.”



Darragh held his breath. He’d heard of the rivalry between the services and between different 
regiments – heck, he’d even covered the brawls that occasionally erupted – but he hoped they 
hadn’t resorted to friendly fire. As though on that note, the solider chuckled sardonically and 
continued, “Father Jones used to say that the Lord works in mysterious ways. Well, sending snakes 
to attack the birds counts in my book.”

“Snakes?”

“Snake people, or serpentoids or whatever their fancy name is. I didn’t see what hit it, but one
of the birds toppled over with an ungodly shriek. The other one skidded to a halt, squawking and 
looking around. Big mistake, that.” Another pause for a drink.

“Why?” his friend demanded.

“Because it made itself an easier target. Something hit it again, but it didn’t fall over. Next 
thing, the snakes pour out of the treeline and swarm it. Must have been at least ten, twelve of them, 
but at that range, they blurred together.”

Another local silence fell as the soldier took another drink. Darragh suppressed a shudder at 
the thought of those seven-foot-long serpentoids swarming him. Just seeing that dead one three 
years ago was enough.

“What happened then? Did they come closer?”

“We pulled away after that, so I didn’t see anything. I didn’t hear any shooting either – guess 
the Rupert took the new orders to not just shoot anything that moves seriously,” the soldier snorted. 
“Well, nothing happened until we got to Camp Fontaine, and then we just sat around waiting to 
make our report.”

“So, did anyone else see anything when the...when the birds attacked.”

“Sure. One of the Dragoons mentioned that a pair of the snakes had moved closer and 
watched us leave rather than joining in the dogpile. He got the impression that they were just 
standing guard while the rest of them finished off the bird, and that they just weren’t interested in 
us. That the snakes were specifically hunting the birds, and not us or the Dragoons.”

“I thought everything out there was hostile.” Andy clearly didn’t believe him.

“Just what I thought. So I ask him why, and he eventually replies that they were cutting off the
beak, but leaving the body untouched. He then adds that he’s fought snakes before, and that 
they’re...well, he gave the impression that they’re just doing a job. Like...like they’re soldiers too.”

Holding in his disbelief was a massive problem for Darragh right now. To cover it and his 
eavesdropping, he waved at the barman for another pint. He nearly missed the murmured question 
Andy posed; something about ‘sympathisers’? That could mean one of two things – Fenians or 
Fomorians, neither of which were especially popular around Galway. The former were a joke – what
sort of eejit would seriously think that forcing the Brits to leave Ireland was a good idea with the 
latter holed up in Connemara? There was a damned solid reason why-

“Wouldn’t surprise me, but I’d expect better from the Dragoons. They’d know better than us 
what the orcs are like.”

The rest of the conversation turned to more pleasant but less interesting matters. Darragh had 
covered a page with shorthand notes. International intrigue in the quarantine zone; the troops having
to make do with shoddy, unsafe equipment; possible Fomorian sympathisers in the ranks – quite a 
few angles to work for this Friday’s column.

He decided that was enough for the night. 



Tales From the Western Front

Of Snakes and Birds  

Darragh Timoney, 15th of June 1915

Readers of this column may be aware of the numerous hazards faced by our troops in the West
Connacht Disaster Zone. The Fomorians are undoubtedly the first that comes to mind, but they are
by no means the only threats. From one pseudonymous member of the Royal Irish Railway Division
comes the tale of a recent near miss with terror birds and serpentoids.

The soldier in question indicated that he was in an open, unarmoured car at the front of a supply
train, whose apparent purpose is to suffer the effects of any explosives that have been placed upon
the  track,  and  preserve  the  locomotive.  Leaving  aside  the  questionable  effects  on  one’s  life
expectancy, it provided the trooper with a front-row view of a patrol of the Connacht Dragoons
retreating from a pair  of terror birds. Most unfortunately,  the Dragoons were in the way of the
train’s cannons, preventing the soldiers aboard train from bringing their heavy ordinance to bear.

Terror birds, as one may be aware, are over eight foot tall – closer to ten feet, in some cases – and
possessed of a vicious temperament that, in combination with a razor sharp beak, would lead one to
expect this story to end in a most tragic manner. However, it appears that a pack of serpentoids,
numbering no less than ten, had been lurking in the nearby treeline and decided that these birds
were an interesting target. The foul serpents launched themselves upon the birds, dispatching both
in less than a minute, before removing trophies from the bodies.

The proximity of such hazards must surely weigh on the soldiers’ minds. A trooper of the Dragoons
who had been present was later heard to refer to these foul serpentoids as though they were fellow
soldiers. While he was undoubtedly relieved to have survived such a close encounter, this naturally
raises the question of whether there are Fomorian sympathisers in the ranks. It is well-known in
certain circles that there have been investigations into such possible occurrences, though the results
are, oddly, not a matter of public record. 

A Prussian Connection?

The office of the governor and military officials have refused to comment on the recent presence of
Prussian soldiers in the region. In light of the recent military buildup along the border of Imperial
Germany and Austro-Hungary, is it wise to permit members of an unaligned and unallied military to
access the disaster zone? One which has been reported to be exploring the use of submersible
vessels as a means of countering naval patrols?



Negative Colours

“Why are we watching this village?” Private Black asked, finally voicing the question on 
everyone’s lips. The village in question was barely even worthy of the name – just a collection of 
four obviously abandoned cottages, loosely scattered around some overgrown fields just west of 
Lough Corrib. From where he stood, cold rain dripping off his helmet and sloshing in the heel of his
left boot, it didn’t look worth spit.

“Ours not to reason why, Danny,” Corporal Thompson grumbled. Familiarity with the older man 
made it clear that he privately agreed, but wouldn’t say that in front of Lieutenant Jones. Or, more 
importantly, the senior officer that they were escorting, a Major Nettleson. Better to keep your head 
down and not attract the wrong sort of attention.

Black glanced towards the officers and that hulking Sergeant that had accompanied the Major. 
Nobody had told him the man’s name, and he didn’t care to ask. What piqued his curiosity was that 
neither bore the standard-issue Mauser rifle or the Webley revolver that the Lieutenant held in one 
hand, glancing around with forced nonchalance. The Major had slung his blocky pistol/carbine 
across his chest as he scanned the buildings through field glasses,

A deep chuckle broke into his thoughts, causing a chill that had nothing to do with the weather to
run down his spine. The bear-like sergeant had been right behind him! He braced himself for a 
tongue-lashing.

“Need to know, Private,” the sergeant chuckled. The warm, friendly tone made him even more 
nervous. “Boss?” he called over to the officers. Black couldn’t quite see them out of the corner of 
his eye, and he wasn’t going to look anywhere but straight ahead, but he could imagine the 
Lieutenant’s disapproving look at this disregard for protocol.

“Permission granted, Grizzly,” the Major replied languidly. Black’s eyebrows raised at the 
obvious nickname. There were probably others as well.

“All right, lads. There’s a few reasons why slavers or the Brotherhood would bugger out from 
somewhere like this. The obvious one is that they know we know of it. The second is that somebody
or something else attacked them – if so, who or what?” the sergeant explained. Black began to feel 
nervous again. Somebody or something else attacking orcs?

“Thirdly...you do know that reality goes a bit...doolally out here? If that’s what happened here, 
then we-”

It happened.

Where the buildings had been the off-grey of the local stone, it was now a glowing black. The 
moss on the walls and overgrown grass and bushes immediately surrounding the cottages had all 
turned a vivid, pulsing pink. The wood that partially covered one roof and the bark of the bare trees 
were now an unsettling blue-green. Between the fourth and fifth heartbeat, the colours suddenly 
returned to normal.

“What the hell?” Lt. Jones asked of nobody. Black took a slightly perverse joy in the normally 
finicky officer swearing.

“Rather harmless, all things considered. The orcs wouldn’t leave because of that alone,” the 
Major commented as he lowered his field glasses. “Lieutenant, would you mind lending Sgt. 
Bornell a few to examine this more closely?”



“Y-yes, sir! Corporal Thompson, you, Private Black and Private Hayes are to follow Sgt. Bornell
and...investigate this settlement.”

“All right, listen up. As you just saw, things can go crazy out here. You’ve all been issued with a 
bag of bolts,” Bornell instructed them, punctuating this with a jingling pat of the bulging pouch on 
his webbing. “If you feel the hairs rising on the back of your neck, throw one in front of you. 
They’re disposable, but don’t try to waste them. Now, move out.”

The exhilaration of movement had worn off by the time they reached the nearest cottage, with a 
vague feeling of dread replacing it. There was no sign that anything had changed, no sign that the 
colours had looked so wrong...no sign that it was anything but an abandoned cottage. Black fingered
a bolt. He had already thrown two of the bright yellow pieces of metal, and immediately felt stupid 
when nothing happened.

“I’ve got a bad feeling about this,” Thompson muttered as he scanned the barely-standing walls 
and gaping roofs.

“Much easier when you can shoot something?” Bornell asked sardonically. Black felt slightly 
reassured by the man’s presence, yet at the same time, he felt worried that he’d find fault with 
something minor. “Close quarters like this are where bolts really come in handy. Black, toss one 
inside.”

Black obeyed, throwing the thing in while shying his eye away, afraid to see it change colours or 
do something equally unnerving. The sigh of exasperation told him, even before he saw the critical 
look on the sergeant’s face, that he’d screwed up.

“Private, the point of throwing a bolt through the door is to keep an eye on it. Do it again, and 
watch where it flies.”

Black flushed angrily, but obeyed. How was he supposed to know he was supposed to watch the 
damn piece of metal? Nothing unusual happened – the bolt flew through the air in the same 
direction he’d thrown it, clinking as it hit the wall.

“Doorway’s clear.”

“Sergeant, why is that necessary? Is it to look for traps?” Hayes asked. It was the first thing he’d 
said since assembling that morning.

“I once walked through a doorway like that and somehow smacked into the wall at the opposite 
end of the room, without taking another step. That’s not even the worst thing the orcs have told us 
about,” the sergeant replied, grinning at the disbelieving looks they gave him. “Welcome to 
Connemara, boys. Private Hayes, you and I will check inside. The rest of you, cover the rear.”

Black swung himself over to the other side of the door, letting them in. From what he saw as he 
moved, there was nothing out-of-the-ordinary about the interior, not that that meant anything.

“Smell that, Private?” Bornell’s voice carried from inside.

“I smell it. Is that-”

“Dead body? Probably. Another bolt through that door.”

Black was on full alert now. There was something in the sergeant’s voice – an edge that hadn’t 
been there before.

“Looks clear. Throw another, just to make sure,” Bornell ordered. Two pounding heartbeats later,
Black flinched at the sergeant’s terse growl that there was an “inside-out patch”, whatever that was. 

“What on Earth?” Hayes asked plaintively. Black poked his head inside, but saw nothing. He 
wasn’t sure he wanted to see anything.



“Would explain why they bugged out,” Bornell commented grimly. “Let’s check the other 
buildings in case they left anything.”

Eleven nerve-wracking minutes later – Black had checked the watch he’d been issued – they had
their answer. If there had been any orcs setting up camp, they had obviously buggered off and left 
one of their dead behind. Of course they would, he thought sourly as Bornell gave the order to 
return. Not like us.

A faint hissing noise and a flash from over his shoulder caused him to spin on his heel, 
automatically hefting the rifle. Whatever he was planning to do, it vanished from his mind as the 
colours changed again, just two feet from his face. In the brief second before he leapt backwards, 
the top three inches of his bayonet had turned from a dull metallic grey to a glowing mixture of 
black, edged with an otherworldly dark blue.

“Jaysus!” he shrieked as the colours changed back to normal again. If he’d been three feet closer,
it would have been him changing!

“Think of it like stepping into a torch with a tinted filter, Private. It’s disconcerting, but 
harmless,” Bornell told him. “Keep moving.”

“Damnit Danny, I was hoping you wouldn’t come back,” one of the others commented when 
they returned. Even the Lieutenant cracked a smile at that.

“Like I’d let meself die when you still owe me a pound,” Black retorted, trying not to answer the 
man’s grin with his own one. “It’ll take more than one invisible torch with a tinted filter to off 
Daniel Black.”

“Funny, I think you screaming like a little girl when you bayonetted the air,” Hayes smirked. 
Before Black could respond with an unintended translation of Goethe, Major Nettleson asked if 
there were any signs of life. His tone suggested that he already knew there weren’t.

“We ran into an inside-out patch,” Bornell answered, causing the joking to die down. “Looks like
an orc got careless and stepped into it, and the rest of them left in a hurry.”

“A...a what?” Lt Jones asked, staring confusedly at them. He wasn’t the only person.

“A patch of ground or air which causes the victim to turn inside out. Quite an unpleasant way to 
die,” the Major commented dryly. Black struggled not to gape at the man, wondering how he was so
unperturbed as he continued, “Welcome to Connemara, gentlemen.”



Site Reconnaissance

Three miles southwest of Louisburgh, an oppressive silence fell over the countryside that 
basked in the hazy sunshine. The overgrown fields behind bush-riddled drystone walls were 
unnaturally still, without any trace of the native species that would have filled them. Something had 
caused them to hunker down.

This was not readily apparent to the party of four dwarves and two humans that held onto 
various parts of the Ford that roared along the rough road that led to an outpost looking over the sea 
at Carrowniskey Beach. With the exception of the driver, who possessed the faint smirk of 
somebody enjoying the sensation of being just in control, they were more concerned with the fact 
that it shook around on the uneven dirt and stone surface like a possessed beast or an unusually 
demented púca.

The other human was in the back, clutching onto the mount of a French-built Bauchat 
automatic rifle and trying to ignore the way his bandoleer of ammo bounced up and down on his 
chest as he scanned the terrain as best as he could. At five foot ten, he and the driver towered above 
the rest. Both shared the same red hair, blue eyes and round chins underneath their caubeens, but the
gunner had a grimmer look on his face.

Beside the gunner, two dwarves held onto the back of the front seat. One was clad in the tan-
coloured monk’s habit of the Inquisitors with his hood drawn up against the sun, like another in the 
front seat. The other, sat directly behind the outward passengers’ seat, was dressed in the same drab 
grey tunic and trousers as the humans and the dwarf in front of him, with his own caubeen tucked 
into his belt while in transit. The one deviation in clothing was the peaked cap perched upon the 
head of the dwarf in front of him.

A hundred yards from the coils of barbed wire around their destination, the driver finally took 
his foot off the accelerator, causing the roar of the engine to simmer down to a low rumble. His left 
hand reached under the steering wheel, settled on a button mounted on the column, and squeezed it. 
A loud, shrill ooga erupted from underneath the vehicle, briefly eclipsing the engine’s low rumble. 
He squeezed it a second time, and then a third as they finally rolled to a halt.

“I think they know we’re here, Delaney,” the dwarf in the far-right seat commented dryly. He 
frowned and lifted an IKEA Model 3 carbine from where it had rested between his body and the 
door. “If there’s anyone there. Odd.”

“What is odd about it, Lieutenant?” the Inquisitor in the back demanded. The Lieutenant 
suppressed the urge to roll his eyes, wondering once again what he’d done to displease the Church 
enough to end up with being tasked with escorting a pair of their enforcers to one of the outposts. It 
could be anything – being a minute late to Mass more than twice in a month, having a family name 
similar to the Fomorians, or even just a random whim – but showing them disrespect was a sure-fire
to end up on their watchlists. Even if they were a wet-behind-the-ears eejit.

“The gate is open, yet if there were anyone present, we would have seen them by now,” the 
second one replied hoarsely. He turned back to the Lieutenant. “I believe we should investigate 
further.”

“Delaney, bring us in – slowly,” the officer acknowledged, leaning forward against the 
dashboard as Delaney gently pushed the accelerator. Behind them, his twin knelt and gripped the 
Bauchat more carefully, eyes roving over the half-open gate and the pillboxes on either side of it 
while the other two glanced to the rear.



The car juddered to a halt in front of the central blockhouse. About thirty yards in front of 
them, the sea lapped against the stony beach on the other side of the barbed wire; had the 
blockhouse not been in the way, they would have been able to see Clare Island to the northwest, still
in the League’s hands like the Homelands to the south should have been. Another pillbox faced 
directly south along the beach.

“O’Toole, check those guard posts,” the Lieutenant instructed as he swung open his door and 
clambered out, followed by the senior Inquisitor. Behind them, O’Toole dropped off the tailgate and
hefted his own carbine as he moved towards the nearest pillbox. The other Inquisitor belatedly 
climbed off, started to follow him, and hesitantly looked towards his superior for orders.

O’Toole frowned as he peered into the pillbox, not seeing anything out of the ordinary. A 
folding chair in a corner next to some boxes, a footrest with extra steps in it for dwarves up against 
the wall that held the firing ports, and a potted light-plant pulsing in the other corner. What wasn’t 
ordinary was that there was nobody inside.

He turned and moved over to the other one, finding it looked exactly the same, aside from one
of the crates being open. The crate lid bore Connacht Trading’s symbol slap-bang in the centre and 
the word “Ammunition” stencilled into the wood and was, to his surprise, completely empty save 
for a bread roll that looked more a stone with a swarm of flies buzzing over it, an open flask and a 
pouch. A quick sniff and glance into the flask revealed it to be long-since cold tea.

Briefly sniffing the pouch caused him to grin, revealing tea-stained teeth. He opened it, 
revealing a dozen tea-leaf cigarettes – something that would ordinarily set him back a good five 
pence. Since there was nobody around to complain, he closed the pouch and pocketed it. Today was
a lucky day, he felt it in his bones.

Or at least until he exited the pillbox, and a shiver went down his spine. Glancing around, he 
saw that the Delaney twins had turned the Ford around to face the entrance. Niall had removed the 
Bauchat from its mount and flattened himself against the side with the muzzle covering the beach, 
apparently deciding that the fixed stability of the vehicle wasn’t worth the limited field of fire. Even
worse, Tommo’s smirk had vanished as he slid the gate further open, to be replaced with the 
haunted, wary look of somebody who had just felt something indescribably wrong.

“You feel that, Danny?”
O’Toole nodded slightly. He didn’t need to ask for details; even with the motor car’s engine 

providing some noise to fill the air, it was unnervingly quiet. Even so, he didn’t want the Inquisitors 
to think he was chickenhearted, so he kept his face still as he made his way over to the Lieutenant 
and the Inquisitors. No salutes – regulations prevented that out in the field, and the senior Inquisitor 
had thought it necessary to remind his junior brethren of that before they had left – but with a hazy 
chain of command here, he wasn’t completely sure who to address.

“Nothin’ in the pillboxes, sir,” he reported, deciding that as the Lieutenant had ordered him to 
check the buildings, he was the one to address, “but one of them left a sandwich and an open flask 
of tea. No sign of any fights or anything like tha’.”

The Lieutenant and the senior Inquisitor traded a glance.

There was no immediate sign of anything out of the ordinary as they passed through the half-
open reinforced doors into the entrance hallway. Almost directly ahead of them lay the inner guard 
post, the metal shutter slid aside to allow full visibility. A light-plant pulsed to one side of the 
shutter to mark the stairs, with another in the back of the guard post casting a shadow on the ladder 
up to the main floor.



When they got up to the first floor, O’Toole glanced to his right into the armoury, and stopped
dead in his tracks at the disarray. The ammo and weapon cabinets were open, in spite of the signs 
warning that they should remain locked at all times, and the boxes of ammo had been strewn about 
on the floor in front of them. He hesitantly entered, and stopped as his foot landed with a dull clunk 
on some shell casings. Quite a lot of them, in fact.

“What happened here?” the junior Inquisitor asked as he peered inside, not directing the 
question towards anyone. “Was this – could this have been Fomorians?” O’Toole could have sworn 
there was a note of fear in his voice. It was a slight relief.

“Unlikely,” the senior one replied, shaking his head. “They tend not to be so subtle; there 
would have been signs of combat outside.” He looked at the Lieutenant and O’Toole. “I believe we 
should contact Louisburgh, if the wireless set is operational. Trooper, guard this location and make 
sure nothing comes after us.”

As soon as they had climbed to the next floor, O’Toole flattened himself against the armoury 
door and focussed on keeping his breath perfectly steady. His eyes roved over the relatively well-lit 
armoury – no shadows where a Fomorian could hide there, thank you very much – and back out 
into the corridor. Seeing nothing unusual, he glanced back along the armoury. Still nothing.

He began to feel the dry itch in the back of his throat that said he needed a cigarette. If only 
there wasn’t a no-smoking sign in the armoury...and a pair of Inquisitors just above him. Well, at 
least the sign made sense here, unlike those ones in the mess hall back in Louisburgh or Westport. 
A-

An indistinct sound from across the storage room across the hallway snapped him out of his 
reverie. Tensing and lifting the carbine, he crept over to the door and raised his off hand to ease it 
open. It was only as he pushed it open that he had a sudden vision of his body being framed in the 
light from the stairwell, in full view of the four-legged insects that had popped out of a dead whale 
and turned an entire village into-

He shook his head and chuckled nervously. Where had that thought come from? Next thing 
he’d be swapping the IKEA for a gun that shot beams of light and his regimental insignia for a 
shoulder patch that bore the words “Vigilo Confido”. What did that even mean?

“Focus, Danny,” he muttered under his breath. “It’s probably just a rat.”

As soon as he peered inside, he froze. The shelving had been overturned and thrown aside, the
one remaining light-plant box had been knocked away from the wall to plunge the rest of the room 
into darkness, and there was a smell that he just couldn’t describe. He hesitated, wondering if he 
should call for the rest of them, or just wait until they were finished.

Something clicked in the far corner. Leaning further inside, he just caught a glimpse of 
something moving in the corner of his eye. He instinctively looked to his right, saw nothing in the 
shadows, and turned his head forward again to use his peripheral vision.

His screams echoed up the stairs as something lunged towards him.



Serpentoid Site Scouts

“Smell that?” Kerigoo hissed, his tongue flickering as he tried to identify the unusual scent on 
the wind. Debraa slowly lowered her spyglass and began to taste the air in turn, her eyes roving 
over the human fort that sat four hundred furlongs to their south. She nodded silently; it smelt quite 
different to wood or peat smoke, yet somehow similar enough that it had to be something burning.

The blockhouse they had been hired to examine sat inside a ring of barbed wire approximately 
twenty furlongs to the west of the old town of Oughterard, along what had once been the primary – 
read only – overland route towards the port of Galway. Of particular note were the pair of parallel 
metal tracks that ran adjacent to the old road, stopping in a faux-rock barrier. They looked similar to
the mine cart tracks in the tunnels under the hills – or they would have, if they had been carved into 
the underlying rock and not lain on top of thick wooden boards.

“Possible iron horse,” Debraa growled, taking a note of the sun direction as a rough estimate of 
the hour. Graa had mentioned that before they left Maam Cross. Something about the paleskins and 
shortlegs – surface men and tunnel men, she corrected herself – having found a mechanical way to 
emulate the horses that had once run along the tracks. Something that would be damn useful up 
north, if reality was willing to cooperate.

“Over there.” Kerigoo jabbed a claw to the southeast, drawing her attention towards an ugly 
black metal box that crept out from behind some trees. Towards the back, they could see small glass
slits in the sides and facing towards the front. The first box that followed it was much lower, painted
a drab grey and filled with crates. The second was entirely metallic and bore a hemispherical gun 
emplacement on top. As the convoy drew to a half near the blockhouse, a group of surface men 
exited from behind the building. One of them appeared to be pushing a cart.

“No sign of how they managed to summon it. Must be on a schedule.”

“Or those...what do call them...wireless machines?”

She emitted a musing whiff. That was a possibility – word from up towards Letterfrack was that 
a rather eccentric Fomorian noblewoman had not only recognised that the military could do this, she
had actually managed to build something that could listen in on these aetherous messages. If only 
they knew what to look out for. Deciding that it wasn’t important, she focussed on the crates being 
carted inside.

“This would appear to be a supply run,” she commented. “Possible food or ammunition supplies 
for the mounted guns.”

“We haven’t heard them firing at anything. Why would they need a resupply, and how much do 
they have in the first place?”

She lowered the spyglass again, about to concede that both were excellent questions, when her 
ears picked up a low drone coming from the south. She turned her head that way, and mentally 
swore as she saw the machine curving through the air to its left, all wires and thick wooden planks 
sticking out from a box-like body. Stubby black wheels hung underneath the body,  She didn’t know
the exact name for it, but she knew exactly what it was.

An aeroplane. One of those flying machines that the surface men had built in stark defiance of 
the natural order imposed by gravity. Faster than anything alive – certainly too fast to shoot with the
revolves they had. In fact, as it dipped behind the blockhouse it was just fast enough that it might 
not-

A staccato burst of gunfire forced everything else out of her thinklump. Both of them froze, eyes 
rotating every which way as they tried to work out where it had come from. The soldiers around the 
blockhouse darted towards piles of sandbags, while a few more heads appeared above the roof. It 



almost appeared as though they were looking to the east, or slightly north of it. Behind them, the 
turret on the cart spun to cover its tracks.

“What is that war bird running from?” Kerigoo pointed to the west. Debraa’s eyes followed his 
claw, locking onto a specimen that, even if apparently under-sized, was still just about the same 
height as the surface men. A brief glance through the spyglass as the bird sprinted away in erratic 
bursts confirmed that it had no rider or even any sign of a harness. She couldn’t see any paint on it 
from here, which further suggested that it was a feral. “That sounded like heavy repeater fire, but 
the blockhouse isn’t firing. So what is?”

No sooner had he asked that than the machine reappeared to the east, curving around to its left. 
As it levelled out and tilted towards the ground, a muzzle flash and gunshot erupted from one side 
of the metallic front of the body. Half a heartbeat later, another followed, and Debraa could have 
sworn that she saw the bullets glowing as they streaked towards the hapless bird. A heartbeat later, 
the cycle repeated as the bird staggered with an agonising shriek of pain. After what must have been
twenty shots, it collapsed into an undignified heap on its left side.

The machine did not let up firing until after the glowing bullets had begun to impact the ground 
beyond it. It tilted its snout back up again and tilted to its left as it drew closer and closer, becoming 
louder as it lined up on them. Debraa felt a tendril of terror run down her spine. Had it seen them? 
Were the clumps of grass they had lain among thick enough to hide them?

“It’s seen us!” Kerigoo hissed, emitting a whiff of fear to match another already present. Had he 
emitted one already, or was that hers? Just as she thought it would start firing on them, it passed 
overhead and continued to turn to the left. “Let’s get out of here before it comes back.”

Without specifically agreeing or even suggesting it, they turned and began to slither towards the 
trees that lay three furlongs away. They’d measured that previously, knowing in advance that the 
clumps of yellowing grass and yellow-flowered pricklebushes through which they slithered would 
provide them with enough cover to get there, but the appearance of the aeroplane made it suddenly 
feel much further away. At every other scale-length, they glanced over their shoulder, expecting to 
see that infernal machine bearing down on them. 

It wasn’t until they were finally well within the treeline and had found Avaa waiting at the camp 
that they allowed themselves to relax. She took one sniff at them and immediately began to pour 
them a finger of the pricklebush wine she had brought as a “medicinal beverage”. Debraa thought 
about refusing it – surely she couldn’t be that out-of-sorts! - but Kerigoo had no such inhibitions, 
tilting back his head and swallowing it in a heartbeat.

“Neither of you have ever smelt like this. Even after going up against war birds. Does it have 
anything to do with that noise?” Avaa waved a claw in the direction of the droning aeroplane.

“One of those...plane-airs? Air-planes? One of them attacked a war-bird.” Kerigoo paused as 
though for dramatic effect, before continuing, “The long-legs have stuck heavy repeaters on a flying
machine.”

“Go away out of that! Next you’ll be telling me they can hover in mid-air,” Avaa hissed 
derisively. 

“He speaks the truth. We do not know how either came to be there, but it was able to detect and 
attack the war-bird before the blockhouse garrison could.” Debraa was about to continue, when an 
even more terrifying thought popped into her thinklump. What if they could hover, and what if they 
had other weaponry?
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A terror bird and their banshee rider.
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